May 3rd. 1939.

My dear Fisher,

I now enclose the completed paper, together with the map. I am sorry I could not do so before. (a) I wanted Dowdeswell to see it, and he only returned from France on Saturday, and (b) the Ordnance Survey required to see and pass the map. Having got it, they went into a resting-stage for a time. However, they finally returned it approved: provided that the acknowledgment, in the exact form I have written in, is printed on the map. I have of course left all lettering, figures, &c on the map in pencil, to be put in by an expert in these things.

Will you please add what you wish after your name on the title-page?

As suggested, I have drawn out your table again, adding the weather. Underlining the figures to be printed in heavy type seemed to make some confusion, so I thought colours would perhaps best tell the printer what is wanted. I am uncertain if the lines left in pencil are better put in or omitted: I rather think the latter. Will you rub them
out or retain them, as you feel best? I return your own table as a check on my redrawing of it. By the way, for completeness I added the number captured on the 26th., if that is in order.

I really am most grateful for your share in this, and all the interest you have taken in it. You suggested the possibility of publishing in the Proc. Roy. Soc., and it would be splendid if you could manage this.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]